SpringerImages

A growing collection of over 1.5 million scientific images (photos, graphs, histograms, figures, and tables) gathered from Springer’s scientific, technical and medical literature (including high-quality clinical images from images.MD).

It is presented to users as a searchable online database that enables caption, keyword and context (full-text) searching, and allows easy jumping from the image to the source article, as well as exporting images to lectures or presentations.

http://www.springerimages.com
SpringerImages provides a new way to access hard-to-find scientific content of the utmost value to researchers: images.

Browse images by subject area

Basic search

Click for advanced search options

RSS feeds for any search result
Enter search keywords here

Advanced search options tab

For example, you can specify the type of image you are interested in
Creating a personal account in SpringerImages will allow you to create folders for storing favorite results. You can also refine your search here.
Each result can be displayed along with its detailed information.
And its source references
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Image Details

Source: Atlas of Cancer, Volume 11, Chapter 70
ISBN: 0-817-4260-3
Published: 2003-01-16
Authors: Marghoob, Ashfaq, Halmair, Allan, Markman, Maudie
Further help for SpringerImages is available at:


Or contact us at:

Pazia Gonen: pazia.gonen@weizmann.ac.il 3536
Yifat Belous: yifat.belous@weizmann.ac.il 3019